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SAMMANFATTNING  

Artikel  I presenterar konstruktionen av ett akustiskt laboratorium för att mäta 
ljudtransmissionen hos bjälklag, ur både teknisk och akustisk synvinkel. Det  har  
byggts inuti redan befintliga  lokaler,  varför dess utformning och placering till viss  
del  bestämts av redan existerande aktiviteter i byggnaden. 

Stegljudslaboratoriets förutsättningar för att ge korrekta mätresultat från utförda 
ljudmätningar  har  undersökts. För att eliminera flanktransmission i 
frekvensområdet  100-3150 Hz har  konstruktionen dimensionerats med 
vibrationsdämpare som  har en  egenfrekvens fo =  10 Hz.  Av samma skäl och för 
att öka ljudisoleringen  har  ingående betongelement, två av väggarna och taket, 
försetts med utstrålningsreducerande beklädnad. Resultatet blev  en  förbättring 
med  8-24 dB  över hela det aktuella frekvensområdet. Ett försök att, med hjälp av 
mätvärden på ythastigheten hos varje delyta i mottagarrummet, beräkna  den  
utstrålade effekten för var och  en  gjordes. Det visade sig vid jämförelse mellan  de  
olika delytorna att det transmitterade ljudet i mottagarrummet i huvudsak kom 
från testobjektet och inte från  de  flankerande ytorna.  

En  beräkning av fördelningen av egenfrekvenserna i mottagarrrummet, för  de  
tre lägsta tersbanden med centrumfrekvenserna  100, 125,  och  160 Hz  visar på  en 
god  spridning av dessa .  ISO 140  föreskriver nämligen att förhållandet mellan 
mottagarrummets dimensioner väljs så att dess egenfrekvenser i 
lägfrekvensområdet är spridda så likformigt som möjligt. Detta i  sin  tur bidrar till 
att göra ljudfältet så diffust som möjligt, med  de  fåtal egenfrekvenser som finns 
vid dessa låga frekvenser. 
Trots ekonomiska begränsningar och ett begränsat utrymme uppfyller laboratoriet 
Internationell  Standards ISO 140  krav med  god marginal. 

Artikel  II beskriver resultat från ett utvecklingsarbete av ett lätt träbjälklag. 
Arbetet  har  bestått i att genom optimering av varje ingående  variabel,  som  har  
betydelse för ljudisoleringen, konstruera bjälklag som  har  bra stegljudsisolering,  
har  låg bygghöjd, är billiga och rationella att tillverka och som kan monteras  
under  bra och säkra förhållanden.  45  olika konstruktioner byggdes och testades i 
laboratoriet. Slutligen testades  den  optimerade konstruktionen i flera 
hyresfastigheter. För att  en  bjälklagskonstruktion, med ayseende på ljudisolering, 
ska uppfylla Svensk Byggstandard krävs att stegljudsindex I inte överstiger  63 
dB. Den  slutliga konstruktionen hade ett  index  Ii på  52 dB  i laboratoriet och  53-
58 dB  från fältmätningar i hyresfastigheter - således upp till  10 dB  bättre än vad 
standarden  anger  som gräns. Totalvikten är endast  60  kg/m2  och  den  totala 
tjockleken är  342 mm. 

Artikel  III visar resultat från  en  vidareutveckling av  den  tidigare 
bjälklagskonstruktionen, där mycket goda  lab-  och fältresultat erhållits i 



frekvensområdet 100  -  3150 Hz.  Utvecklingsarbetet  har  huvudsakligen inriktats 
mot att undersöka  hur  stegljudsnivån för  frekvenser under 100 Hz  påverkas  om 
konstruktionen  förstyvas  på  olika sätt. Framförallt  har  inverkan  av  ökad styvhet  
hos  bjälkar och plattor studerats.  Både  experiment gjorda i  laboratoriet  och 
mätningar  på konstruktioner  i fält  firms  redovisade. 



SUMMARY 

Paper I shows how an acoustic laboratory has been constructed in order to 
measure sound transmission through floors. It has been erected inside an existing 
building. Apart from the costs being considerably less than if a new building had 
been constructed, this has meant that several other advantages have been 
obtained. The design and location of the laboratory have been partially governed 
by activities already existing in the building. This article presents the construction 
from the point of view of building technique and of acoustics. In an effort to 
eliminate flank transmission in the frequency range 100 - 3150 Hz the 
constsruction has been dimensioned with vibration dampers having a natural 
frequency fo  = 10 Hz. For the same reason and in order to increase the sound 
insulation the walls and ceiling have been lined with radiation reducing material. 
Comparative calculations and measurements have been carried out which show 
how the results have been affected by this procedure. The radiated effect from the 
various surfaces is shown in the form of graphs. The ratios of the receiving room 
dimensions are chosen so that the natural frequencies in the low-frequency region 
100, 125 and 160 Hz are spaced fairly uniformly. Despite the economic 
limitations and a limited amount of space the laboratory meets the requirement set 
by the International Standards ISO 140 with a good margin. 
Paper II describes the results of a project for the development of a light weight 
wooden joist floor. The work has been carried out by optimization of each of the 
variables which are important for sound insulation and has resulted in the 
construction of a framing of joists which has good impact sound insulation, small 
dimensions, can be constructed in a simple way at low cost an can be assembled 
in an easy and safe way. Fourtyfive different constructions and combinations 
were tested in the laboratory. The optimal construction was finally tested in 
several blocks of flats. In order for the construction to meet the Swedish Building 
Standards for sound insulation, the impact noise index I  must not exceed 63 dB. 
The final construction had an index I of 52 dB in the laboratory and 53-58 dB in 
the field, and was thus approximately 10 dB better that the standard limit for 

impact noise between adjoining flats. 
Paper III describes the results from another project for the development of a 
light weight wooden joist floor. The project concerns the further development of 
an earlier construction of a framing of joist, where very good laboratory and field 
results were obtained in the frequency range 100-3150 Hz. The development 
work has been mainly concerned with the investigation of how impact noise at 
frequencies under 100 Hz is affected if the construction is made more rigid, by 
various means. Attention has been chiefly directed to the effect of increasing the 
rigidity of joists and boards. The report covers laboratory experiments as well as 
measurements in the field. 



INLEDNING 

Licentiatuppsatsen innehåller teoretiska och experimentella undersökningar av 
hur mycket, framförallt lågfielcvent ljud, som transmitteras genom lätta 
träbjälklagskonstruktioner, när dess ovansida exiteras med  en kraft.  

Svensk Byggnorm föreskriver att  en  byggkonstruktion ska  ha  ett visst  dB-värde 
för att  den  ska vara godkänd ur ljudisoleringssynpunkt. Nuvarande mätområde 
sträcker sig mellan  100-3150 Hz.  

Ljudisoleringen är till stor  del  beroende på konstruktionens vikt,  men  givetvis 
inverkar även andra faktorer som tjocklek, styvhet och materialval. Speciellt 
besvärligt är det lågfrekventa ljudet. Vid tillverkning av lätta 
bjälklagskonstruktioner av trä är största problemet att erhålla tillräckligt  god  
stegljudsisolering i lågfrekvensområdet. 

Syftet med ifrågavarande arbete  har  varit att, dels studera lätta 
bjälklagskonstruktioners beteende med ayseende på lågfrekvent ljudtransmission, 
dels att genom olika val av material och materialkombinationer utveckla ett bra 
bjälklag. Utvecklingsarbetet  har  avgränsats till att gälla lätta träkonstruktioner. 

Arbetet började med konstruktion och byggande av ett akustiskt laboratorium 
för att mäta ljudtransmissionen hos bjälklag. Därefter gjordes  en  akustisk 
utvärdering för att undersöka stegljudslaboratoriets mätsäkerhet. Frågan gällde i 
första  hand  inverkan av flanktransmission från väggarna och från taket,  samt  hur 
mottagarrummets dimensioner inverkar på spridningen av egenfrekvenserna i 
lågfrelcvensregionen. 

Därefter påbörjades  den  empiriska studien i laboratoriet, som ledde fram till 
utvecklingen av första etappens träbjälklag.  Resultat  från  en  liten 
intervjuundersökning gav emellertid indikation om dålig samstämmighet mellan  
de  uppmätta och  de  upplevda ljudnivåerna, trots att konstruktionen visade mycket 
goda resultat från både laboratorie - och faltmätningar. 

Detta gav nya frågeställningar huruvida mätmetoden är  korrekt  för lätta 
konstruktioner, om mätområdet borde utsträckas till att inkludera lägre frekvenser 
än  100 Hz samt  att fortsatta  studier  borde omfatta betydelsen av konstruktionens 
styvhet. 

Utvecklingsarbetet fortsatte i  en  andra etapp, där ytterligare optimering skedde. 
Syftet var att undersöka huruvida ökad styvhet och ökad vikt hos ett träbjälklag 
ger  en  förbättrad stegljudsdämpning speciellt i lågfrekvensområdet, vilket 
utvidgades ner till  50 Hz. En  viss förbättring i frekvensområdet  50  -  100 Hz  
kunde också konstateras då konstruktionens styvhet ökade. Standardavvikelsen 
för laboratoriemätningarna  har  varit  <0.7 dB.  





DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF AN 
IMPACT NOISE LABORATORY 

Carin Johansson  

Acoustic Group, University of  Luleå,  95187  Luleå,  Sweden 

ABSTRACT 

An acoustic laboratory has been constructed in order to measure sound 
transmission through floors. It has been erected inside an existing 
building. Apart from the costs being considerably less than if a new 
building had been constructed, this has meant that several other 
advantages have been obtained. The design and location of the 
laboratory have been partially governed by activities already existing in 
the building. This article presents the construction from the point of view 
of building technique and of acoustics. In an effort to eliminate flank 
transmission in the frequency range 100-3150 Hz the construction has 
been dimensioned with vibration dampers having a natural frequency fo 
= 10 Hz. For the same reason and in order to increase the sound 
insulation the walls and ceiling have been lined with radiation reducing 
material. Comparative calculations and measurements have been carried 
out which show how the results have been affected by this procedure. The 
radiated effect from the various surfaces is shown in the form of graphs. 
The ratios of the receiving room dimensions are chosen so that the 
natural frequencies in the low-frequency region 100, 125 and 160 Hz are 
spaced fairly uniformly. Despite the economic limitations and a limited 
amount of space the laboratory meets the requirement set by the 
International Standards ISO 140 with a good margin. 
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NOTATION 

c  Air velocity 
f Frequency 
fc  Coincidence frequency 
M Mass 
r Flow resistance  
ri  Loss factor 
2L. Wavelength 
ke  Coincidence wavelength  
p  Density  
ly  Phase angle 
w Angular frequency 

INTRODUCTION 

The Acoustic Group at the University of  Luleå  has been working in the field of 
architerctural acoustics for several years. This field of research has been gradually 
developed from the point of view of instruments and laboratories. In the beginning 
the work was chiefly concentrated on airborne sound noise insulation. There had 
however been a steadily increasing demand from firms concerned with building 
houses, for research on floor construction, and the possibility of testing these from 
the point of view of impact noise insulation. Above all there had been a strong 
demand for research and development of lightweight wooden joist floor. This 
research required that practical tests were carried out, and access to an impact noise 
laboratory was required for that purpose. The University did not have such a 
laboratory, so plans were made for the building of one. The aim was to build a 
practical laboratory, while keeping the costs down. With the support of industry, 
amongst others, it was possible to do so and a relatively cheap impact noise 
laboratory has been built. 

DESIGN PRINCIPLES 

The idea was to build a laboratory inside an existing building. 
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A large area of unused space was available in the cellar of an existing project hall. 
The whole project hall could be used as the transmission room and the cellar, after 
some alterations, could be used as the receiving room. 

The use of the project hall as the transmission room was practical from several 
points of view. It is on the ground floor and has doors, large enough to allow lorries 
to drive in with a complete test object. See Figure 1. There is an overhead crane with 
a maximum load of 6000 kg, which can reach all parts of the project hall, which 
makes it simple to get the test object into place. There are large free areas. The test 
opening can be easily changed into a floor by means of a specially made floor 
section. The project hall can thus be used for other purposes when the impact noise 
laboratory is not in use.  

Figure 1. Layout of the project hall with the test opening for the impact noise laboratory 

LIMITATIONS FROM AVAILABLE SPACE 

The size and situation of the test opening were partially dictated by the existing work 
in the project hall. ISO 140 recommends that the test object covers the whole of the 
roof of the receiving room, i.e. the test opening should reach from wall to wall. 1  The 
project hall, which would act as transmission room, also houses a airborne sound 
laboratory, which requires free areas around it. Thus the test opening had to be made 
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smaller than the roof of the receiving room. It has an area of 10.8 m2  so the standard 
requirement of at least 10 m2  was obtained. 
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Figure 2. The receiving room situated under the project hall. The figure shows how the system 
frame-vibration damper- pillar has been constructed. 

An opening was sawn in the 0.4 m thick concrete floor of the project hall and the 
concrete frame for the test object was 
lowered into it. The external dimensions of the frame are 4.6 m  x  4.0 m. In order to 
be able to seal the space between the floor and the frame, the opening in the floor 
was made 15 cm larger than the external dimensions of the frame. The seal was 
made with mineral wool and joint sealing compound. The concrete frame has a steel 
plate as a base and rests on four concrete pillars. The pillars and frame are vibration 
insulated from each other by means of rubber dampers. See Figure. 2. 

RECEIVING ROOM 

The situation of the impact noise laboratory has also been dictated by the shape of 
the cellar area. Two existing concrete walls, main walls, provided a natural limitation 
for the receiving room. The other two walls were constructed as a double wall by 
use of two 13 mm plaster boards on each side of a 45 mm  x  95 mm wooden frame. 
The frames were situated 600 mm from each other. The air space between the 
plaster boards was filled with mineral wool. The double wall has an sound reduction 
index  (Ja)  of 44 dB. 
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The volume of the receiving room is 56.6 m2. The dimensions of the room are 6.0 
m  x  4.1 m  x  2.3 m. According to the standard (ISO) 1401  the ratio of the receiving 
room dimensions should be so chosen that the natural frequencies in the low-
frequency region are spaced as uniformly as possible. For architectural acoustic 
measurements, where the frequency range is 100 Hz to 3150 Hz, it is especially 
important, since the lowest one third octave bands have few natural frequencies and 
it can be difficult to get diffuse fields of noise at these. Calculations have been made 
for the three lowest one third octave bands with central frequencies of 100 Hz, 125 
Hz and 160 Hz. The investigation has shown a good distribution of the free 
vibrations within the three one third octave bands. See Figure 3. 

* natural frequencies 

* 
* 	 * 

'I 	* >I* 	* 'I 	* **  *X*  ** * 	** *** **  ***A* 	* * hh* ** *  

90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 f(Hz) 

Figure 3. The distribution of natural frequencies in the one third octave bands 100, 125, 160 Hz. 

The reverberation time in the receiving room should not be excessively long. This is 
especially true for the lowest one third octave band where it should not exceed 2 
seconds, or it can have an effect on the measured noise reduction index. The 
measurement of reverberations time in the laboratory gives values from a minimum 
of 0.9  sek  to a maximum of 1.7  sek  for the frequency interval 100 Hz to 3150 Hz. 

For practical reasons the door of the receiving room was situated in one of the 
double walls. The sound insulation qualities of the door are comparable with those 
of the double wall. The door was sealed with tape between the door and its frame, 
which further increased its sound insulation. 

The main walls stand on reinforcements which have been built under the floor. 
Two of the pillars are situated beside these main walls and can therefore be placed 
on these reinforcements. Extra reinforced bases had, however, to be built for the 
other two pillars. 
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FLANK TRANSMISSION 

In order to reduce the effect of flank transmission and to increase noise reduction, 
radiation reducing covering has been applied to the inner concrete walls and the 
ceiling. The covering consists of 2 mm thick steel plate, which is mounted to a frame 
by a maximum of three points per m2. The space between the plate and the concrete 
wall behind it and the ceiling respectively has been filled with mineral wool 
insulation. See Figure 4a. This gave an improvement in the sound insulation of 8-24 
dB over the frequency  intervall  100 Hz to 3150 Hz. See Figure 4b. 

äR 

Figure 4a. Radiation reducing lining 
	

Figure 4b. Improved noise reduction 

The improvement .AR is obtained from the following 2  

AR--= -1 Olog(10-Rsupportil + 1 0-Rspaeen 0) 

The transmission through the supports: 

ARsupport = -20logXe-10logN-10log(1-f7c/4)(alri)(fc/f)-10log(2/7r)3 
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where  N  = number of mounting points per m2  

a = (2i7c2)(efc)(U/S), f<<fsc  

where U is the circumference and 
S is the area of the building element 

The transmission through the space  d  which is assumed to be filled with mineral 
wool: 

ARspace 	Ro  + 0.16f V (1111-1-"')2  -  
2 	

11  x d + 101oei-ocos(p)2  (osincol- 20log  

  

1/Vile—)2  

where  Ro  = 201og(CØM  mmeralwool  

2pc  

The shearmodule G = e (c1/ 	 2 

When the impedance for concrete is » for steelplate the reflection coefficient for 
concrete = 1. That gives: 
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The air noise reduction of the concrete floor has been calculated to be theoretically 2  

R  ------ -10 log(10-Rresonance/10  + 10-Rmass/1°) 

where Rresonance =  Ro+  1 Olog(f/fc- 1 )+ 1 Ologri -2 dB ; f>fc,fc  = 47Hz.  

Ro =  20logM+20logf-20log(pc/n) 

Rmass — R0-3dB-10logamass 

amass = 1+1n a/X ; a 

In an effort to also measure the flank transmission an estimation was made of the 
radiated effect Wk from a special element  k  with area  Sk  in the receiving room 
according to: 

Wk = pcSkv2ko-k  

where v2k  is the spatial average of the normal surface velocity, 
csk  is the radiation efficiency and pc is the characteristic impedance of air. 

For the measurements, the test object was put into a state of excitation using the 
tapping machine, which is used for the determination of the impact noise index. 
Figure 5. shows a comparison of the tendency of the various surfaces to radiate 
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noise. The measurement graphs from the test object are above those of the flanking 
surfaces, which shows that the noise measured in the laboratory came chiefly from 
the test object and not from the flanking surfaces. The surfaces which have been 
radiation damped are lowest, when comparing the graphs from the flanking surfaces. 
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Figure 5. Radiated effect from various surfaces. 

THE SOUND REDUCTION OF THE CONCRETE FLOOR 

Experimental and theoretical investigations of the noise insulation capabilities of the 
concrete floor were made at the beginning of the investigations. The theoretically 
calculated values show a relatively good agreement with the measured ones. See 
Figure 6. For low frequencies the measurement results show a somewhat better value 
that the theoretical calculations would indicate. After the receiving room was ready 
new theoretical calculations were made in order to investigate the effect of the 
radiation reducing coverings. An increase in the sound reduction index of ca 15 dB 
was found. 
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Figure 6. The results from the measured and the theoretically calculated values for the concret 
floor, together with the theoretically calculated improvements the radiation reducing 
covering. 

TRANSMISSION ROOM 

For sound reduction index measurements of the test object, noise was generated in 
the transmission room by means of a loudspeaker. Measurement of this noise 
showed an even level and a continual spectrum in the observed freguency range. The 
noise effect was sufficiently great for the acoustic pressure in the receiving room to 
be at least 10 dB higher than the background level for all frequency bands. 

CONCRETE FRAME 

In order to minimize the vibrations in the frame a heavy concrete frame with a total 
weight of approximately 6500 kg was chosen.4  Since it could be feared that the 
frame would be subject to various stresses, stress calculations were made and the 
frame was reinforced against various deformation possibilities. The dimensioning of 
the reinforcement was carried out with a good margin for error. The load conditions 
which were used were for a 200 mm thick concrete floor supported by only two of 
the sides of the frame. See Figure 7. 
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Twist reinforcement 

Transverse force reinforcement 

Tension reinforcement 

Figure 7. Cross section of the frame with complete reinforcement 

VIBRATION DAMPING 

Since the standards for architectural acoustics measurement apply to frequencies 
between 100 Hz and 3150 Hz the system of frame- test object should have a natural 
frequency far below 100 Hz. The system has therefore been dimensioned, using a 
vibration damper, to have a natural freguency fo  = 10 Hz. Figure 8. shows results of 
this choise.3  

B 

200 

100 

V 2 2 
	

4 
	

6 
	

7 

Figure 8. The enlarging factor  B  = the efficiency of transmitted vibration power to the bedding. 
The tuning ratio Z f/f0  gives the relative size of the power transmission. Z is the ratio of the 
interference frequency f (the frequencies which are caused by the standardized tapping machine for 
the measurement of impact noise) to the natural frequency fo. The lowest interference frequency 
which is of interest is 88 Hz - the lower limit frequency in the 100 Hz one third octave band, 
which gives a Z of 8.8. 
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The Figure shows that 96% of the interference power is eliminated when the 
interference frequency reaches 50 Hz. The diagram shows a ideal set-up where each 
damper acts independently of each other. In the described system, with a frame and 
four dampers, there is a certain amount of inter dependence between the various 
dampers. This leads to a somewhat lower level of insulation then that which is 
shown in the figure. 

In order to obtain such a low freguency as 10 Hz it is required that the system, 
frame and test object, have a total weight of approximately 6000 kg. They are, 
however, dimensioned for a far higher load - a 20 cm thick concrete construction, 
which gives a figure of 2700 kg per damper. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A relatively inexpensive impact noise laboratory has been built, to a large part due to 
the fact that it was built inside an existing building. The total cost, apart from the 
design costs, was approximately 200.000 Swedish Crowns (1987). 

Acoustic measurement and calculations show that a large part of the flank 
transmission has been eliminated in the laboratory. 
The reduction of flank transmission has partly been achieved by radiation-reducing 
coverings of certain surfaces and partly by vibration dampers between the concrete 
frame where the testobject is placed, and the pillars which support it. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A LIGHT WEIGHT WOODEN JOIST 
FLOOR WITH HIGH IMPACT SOUND INSULATION 

Carin  Johansson  & Anders  Ågren  
Acoustic Group,  Luleå  University of Technology,  Luleå,  Sweden 

SUMMARY 

This article  
wooden joist floor. The work has been carried out by the optimization of each of 
the variables which are important for sound insulation and has resulted in the 
construction of a framing ofjoists which has good impact sound insulation, small  
dimensions,  
in an easy  
were tested in the laboratory. 	The optimal construction was finally tested in 
several blocks offlats. In order for the construction to meet the Swedish Building 
Standards 
The final construction had an index I of 52 dB in the laboratory and 53-58  db  
the field, and was thus approximately 10 dB better that the standard limit for 
impact noise between adjoining fiats. The total weight of the construction is only 
60 kg/m2  and the total thickness is 342 mm. Furthermore the framing of joists is 
economical and practical to manufacture in factories, is easy to transport without 
deformation and is easy to install in the building on the site. 

INTRODUCTION 

The framings of joists which separate the various flats in blocks of flats are almost 
always made of concrete. A heavy concrete construction easily meets the high 
standards for sound insulation. It is considerably more difficult to meet these 
standards with a lightweight wooden construction, and especially so when taking 
the requirements for impact noise insulation into consideration. However an 
increasing number of Swedish manufacturers of small scale blocks of flats wish to 
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build these entirely of wood, since concrete joists are an expensive alternative and 
require, in addition, a more rigid building construction. 
Traditional wooden joist floors have either a very complicated construction or are 
thick, heavy, expensive or difficult to handle. 

Many authors deal with different aspects of these problems and a large number of 
joist constructions, both heavy and light weight, can be found described in the 
literature. However none of them provide all the requirements which have been set 
up as the aims of this investigation. These requirements are as follows 

* Ii«63dB 
* Ja  >53 dB 
* Weight < 80 kg/m2  
* Thickness < 350 mm 
* Can be prefabricated as a module in a production line 
* Fitted with heating, water, sanitation and electrical connections for simple 

assembly to the next module 
* Easy to transport 
* Low cost 

The chief aim of this project has been to develop a light weight wooden joist floor 
with good impact noise insulation and air noise insulation throug a study of the 
literature in the field, by making measurements in the field and by using existing 
building materials. The framing of joists should also be economical and practical to 
manufacture as modules in the factory, as well as easy to install when building 
prefabricated buildings. 
The development work has consisted of the construction in the laboratory of a 

framing of joists which meets all the stated requirements by the optimization of each 
of the relevant variables. All the constructions have been tested from the point of 
view of both air insulation and impact noise insulation but, generally speaking, in 
this article only the results from impact noise insulation are reported. Detailed 
laboratory and field test results can be found in reference [ 1] . 

A commonly used framing of joists for the type of blocks of flats discussed here, is 
made of a combination of concrete and wood and weighs approximately 230 kg/m2. 
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See Fig la. Figures lb and 1  c  show two other common constructions, where the 
ceiling is hung from a special lath. 
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Fig 1. Three framing of joists constructions commonly used in Swedish wooden buildings. 

METHOD 

Testing in the laboratory - assembly, equipment and measurements. 

The project was mainly planned to be an empirical study based on known and tested 
building materials and methods. 	The project involved the construction of a 
framing of joists which would meet all the stated requinnents by the optimization of 
all the variables which have relevance for sound insulation. A framing of joists has 
been developed where the supporting beams are used as a base. It consists of 
wooden joists and frame side members going right through the construction and 
having the dimensions of 45  x  220 mm. The joists are assembled with a centre to 
centre distance of 600 mm. 

A series of laboratory tests have been carried out. Beginning with a very simple 
joist construction, which consisted of the through-going wooden joists with a 
particle board for the floor and a gypsum plasterboard for the ceiling, it was 
possible to carry out a systematic examination of the effect of successive 
modifications while keeping all the other parameters constantill After each 
modification to the construction the sound insulation capacity was determined. It 
has thus been easy to determine the effect of the various modifications, and to 
optimize all the ingoing variables from the point of view of sound insulation, 
thickness, weight, cost, manufacture and assembly. The most important difference 
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here, in comparison to other existing types of woden joist floors, is the combination 
of the choice of material and the placing of the material with respect to the whole 
construction. The air space in the cavity between the acoustically hard boarding in 
the floor and ceiling has been maximized, without increasing the thickness of the 
framing of joists, by placing a layer of spaced panels on top of the joists. 

In its final form, Fig 2, the framing of joists consists of the supporting layer of 
wooden joists with an over-construction of upper floor and lower floor, and a spring 
suspended under-construction which serves as a ceiling for the room underneath. 
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Fig 2. The design of the final construction. 

The laboratory experiments have taken place in the impact noise laboratory of 
which the test opening has an area of approximately 11 m2.i21 Impact noise has 
been produced by means of a standard tapping machine. The microphone in the 
receiver room has been connected to a microphone boom which rotated at a speed 
of one revolution per 32 seconds. The radius of the track of the microphone was 1 
metre. 

The acoustic conditions in the receiver room were exactly similar for the whole 
measurement series. Calibration of the measuring equipment and control of the 
level of background noise was carried out for each measurement. Reverberation 
time was remeasured for each measurement which was carried out after any change 
had been made to the ceiling of the construction. Since a wooden joist floor is 
anisotropic, i.e. it has different physical properties in different directions so that, for 
example, the rigidity and point impedance can vary for different points on the 
surface, differing results can be obtained depending on where the tapping machine 
is situated.[3] 
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In order to achieve as accurate an estimation as possible of the various experimental 
constructions, the tapping machine was placed at exactly the same position on the 
floor, for each experiment. 	It was situated in 5 different positions - one in the 
middle of the floor across one of the joists and the other 4 on diagonals 1.25 m from 
each corner. 

Measurements and evaluations were carried out in accordance with ISO 140, [4] 
and Swedish Standard  SIS  025251,  SIS  025252 and  SIS  025253,  (SIS).  The 
acoustic requirements in Swedish Building Standards set the limit for acceptable 
impact noise insulation at 63 dB I  for floor constructions between flats. 

THE EFFECT OF RESILIENT FLOORS 

In the literature are found descriptions of various forms of floating floors. These 
floors generally consist of a rigid layer on top of an elastic bedding. The elastic 
bedding acts as a separating layer beween the top layer and the supporting layer and 
it is very important that there are no fixed connections between the top layer and the 
supporting layer. Exhaustive investigations have been carried out on framings of 
joists where the supporting layer has been either a concrete layer or a light weight 
wooden construction. The elastic layer can consist either of mineral wool, rubber 
pads or rigid glass fibre while the top layer can consists of either concrete, particle 
board, plaster board or parquet. [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] 

In the literature on building techniques a construction of, for example, parquet on 
sand is often mentioned as an example of a "floating" floor. However the elasticity 
of sand is insignificant so that this construction is not really floating from the 
acoustical point of view.[11] In Ref [10] is a discussion of whether a thin soft 
top layer is to be prefered to a thick rigid one. A heavy top layer, which is not rigid, 
is however obtained if the layer of sand is placed on top of an elastic middle layer. 
The advantage of a floating floor is that, with the correct choice of materials, it is 

possible to obtain a resonance frequency which is considerably lower than 100 Hz 
which leads to a impact noise improvement even in the low frequency range. In Ref 
[7, 11] can be found a discussion of the importance of the rigidity of the floating 
layer in a floating floor, since it determined the mass-spring-mass resonance 
frequency. Similarly the thickness of the damping layer must be seen in relation to 
the frequency of the resonances which have to be subdued, the layer having to be 
relatively thick in order for an improvement to be obtained. It should not be less 
than 25 mm or the rigidity of the air in the closed space will dominate. 

The disadvantage is that the total thickness will be relatively great. A report from 
the Norwegian Building Research Institute, Ref [8] gives the results of a project 
where sound insulating, light weight floating floors have been studied. The study 
was carried out on light weight wooden joists and on light weight concrete joists 
and comprised, amongs other things, the admissible load of the upper floor and the 
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rigidity of various insulation materials. By making the upper floor very soft a low 
resonance frequency can be obtained, but the risk is great that the floor will sag a 
great deal. In Ref [7] can be found a discussion of how various alterations to the 
floor construction affect the acoustic conditions. Attention is drawn to the fact that 
a method which is useful for reducing impact noise transmission for concrete floors 
is not necessarily useful for wooden joist floors. 
The improvement in insulation, AL, which is obtained by using a correctly 

constructed floating floor can, according to Ref [12] be described as follows: 

AL = 40 log f/fi  dB, 

where f = the relevant frequency, and the cut-off frequency f1  = the resonance 
frequency of the system consisting of the surface weight of the floating floor Mu, 
the rigidity of enclosed space  K,  and the surface weight MLof the raw framing of 
joists which, in its turn, is determined as follows: 

fl =  1/27r  [K(ML  Mu)/(ML x Mö)]  Hz 

The rigidity is a combination of the rigidity of the mineral wool and that of the 
enclosed air. It is vital that the resilient layer is not too rigid. If the mineral wool is 
replaced by hard foam plastic or cork granule board a considerably worse result is 
obtained.[3] 

The requirement that the framing of joists should not be too thick has led to the 
single thick elastic layer, even though it has a low cut-off frequency, being replaced 
by the construction being optimated as one of four layers with two damping layers 
which have several functions. See Fig. 3. 

In order to reduce the sag of the floor the topmost layer was made as rigid as 
possible. It consisted of a 22 mm thick particle board (1) on top of a layer of cork 
granule board (2). This gives a cut-off frequency which is higher than that given 
by the next resilient layer, Layer (3) is another particle board, which distributes 
the load to the next elastic layer (4) which consists of mineral wool with a density of 
125 kg/m3- The total rigidity of a mineral wool layer, which is situated between 
two boards, is a combination of the rigidity of the mineral wool and that of the 
enclosed air. By placing the mineral wool on a layer of spaced panel (5) , with a 
approximately 75% opening, the rigidity of the air in the resilient layer (4) is 
eliminated and a lower cut-off frequency is obtained. 
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By this means the following is obtained: 

a) vibration insulation in two stages at different cut-off frequencies  
b) surface damping of (1) and (3).  
c) radiation damping of (3).  
d) extra absorption in the cavity between the reflecting surfaces of the ceiling and 

the floor  
e) maximum distance between the reflecting surfaces (3) and the plaster board of 

the ceiling. An important characteristic which ensures that the resonance inside 
the cavity is pushed towards lower frequencies and thereby better reduces the 
low frequency sounds. 
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Fig. 4 Laboratory measurement of impact noise level for some different 
combinations. Cut-off frequency fi is < 100 Hz 

Reference [13] refers to the effect of the use of vinyl carpets. It states that its 
ability to reduce impact noise on wooden joist floors is almost insignificant when 
compared to what happens when it is used on a concrete floor, due to the fact that 
the wooden joists are themselves soft and flexible. 
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Comparative measurements were carried out on wooden joist floor and there was 
no difference between the results for impact noise index obtained with and without 
the vinyl carpet. See Fig. 5. However the sound level was somewhat lower for a 
large part of the high frequency range. 
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Fig. 5 Vinyl carpet on wooden joist floor gives no improvement to low frequency sound 
insulation. 

OPTIMIZATION OF ABSORPTION IN THE SPACE BETWEEN 
FLOOR AND CEILING 

With a air-tight under-ceiling fitted to a raw framing of joists the construction can 
be viewed as a double construction analogous to a wall with a radiation reducing 
layer. [11] In this case the board (3) in Fig. 3 and the plasterboard in the under-
ceiling can be considered to be a radiation reducing layer. Here, the large air space 
has advantages for a greater increase in insulation, while the relatively closely 
situated joists are a disadvantage, since they can act as sound transmitting bridges. 

The absorption material in the double wall constuction is placed there in order to 
minimize the resonance effects. Apart from its effect on the air-gap resonance it 
also has the effect of reducing the mass-air-mass resonance. The mass-air-mass 
resonance is considerably altered when a porous absorbent material is placed in the 
space. 
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In the matter of choice of absorbent it has been found that the density of the 
mineral wool is a secondary parameter, while the flow resistance is the most 
important variable. [14, 15] The flow resistance depends, however, on the density 
and one can expect better results with higher flow resistance. In a theoretical and 
experimental analysis in Ref [16] it is shown that the specific flow resistance 
should be of the order of 5000 - 10000 Ns /m4  for effective damping. This in its 
turn means that the density for glass wool should exceed 16 kg/m3. If the air space 
is completely filled the density should not exceed 150 kg/m3, since it would 
otherwise give a mechanical connection. In an early report, Ref [5] has shown that 
the density of the absorption material has little effect on the transmission losses. 
Naturally, a very high density gives increased transmission losses due to the greater 
weight. Furthermore, the situation of the absorbent in the cavity has no effect on 
sound insulation. According to Ref [6] mineral wool in the cavity gives an 
improvement up to a certain thickness and Ref [7] states that the first 50 mm have 
the greatest importance. The results from Ref [7, 9] show that the density of the 
mineral wool can be optimized to 
60- 70 kg /m3. 

However, additional absortion in the cavity reduced the amplitude of the standing 
waves and results in increased transmission losses. It should, in any case, be 
adjusted in a suitable way. Too much absorption can be so compact that it acts as a 
mechanical connection between the two layers. On the other hand, if there is no or 
only a small amount of absorption inside the cavity standing waves can occur, 
which transmit energy to the boards and, in the worst case, act as a direct 
connection. [5] 

One aspect of the development work was to keep the costs as low as possible. One 
of the questions was how the degree of filling could be optimized; how much 
absorption is needed in the construction in order to maintain a good margin with 
respect to the standardized regulation level. The density of the mineral wool which 
was placed in the air space was 20 kg/m3  . Furthest up, layer (4) in Fig. 3, and 
furthest down in the air space, a 20 mm thick layer of mineral wool was placed, 
having a density of 125 kg/m3 . 

Fig. 6 shows the impact noise level of the construction for varying quantities of 
mineral filling in the air space between the ceiling and the floor. For 0 mm filling 
there are thus only the two thin layers in the top and the bottom. With 200 mm 
mineral wool the result show a 13 dB margin to the I limit of 63 dB. 
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Fig. 6 Impact noise level for various quantities of absorption in the cavity. 

MECHANICAL SEPARATION BETWEEN FLOOR AND CEILING 

A traditional way to construct a good quality light weight wooden joist floor is to 
have separate beams for the ceiling and the floor, Fig. 1  b  and 1  c.  In these cases 
the only mechanical contact is along the edges of the framing of joists. From the 
point of view of sound insulation this is quite a good construction. The 
disadvantages of this type of construction are, on the first hand, concerned with 
production, transportation and assembly. 

In a study, Ref [9,17] have both shown that sound insulation can be improved by 
some form spring mounting of the ceiling. 

Another of the requirements was that the framing of joist construction should be 
easy to manufacture in one piece, and still have the floor and ceiling separated from 
each other. A spring mounted suspension of the inner ceiling from the supporting 
joists has been achieved by means of resilient steel cross bars, Fig. 7. The steel 
cross bars have been designed so that their resonance frequency is approximately 20 
Hz. 

A matter of great importance is how the upper flanges of the steel cross bars are 
fixed to the joists in order to obtain the required spring effect. The steel cross bars 
are fixed to the under side of the supporting joist by means of screws. The screws 
with washers have been mounted approximately 20 mm from the waist of the steel 
cross bars. The closer the screw is placed to the waist, the more rigid is the spring. 
The distance from the edge of the washer to the waist is optimally calculated. The 
frequency of the resonance depends thus on the rigidity of the spring. If the spring 
is made more rigid the vibration insulating effect is pushed higher up in frequency 
and the sound insulation is reduced. If the spring is made softer the resonance 
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frequency and, thereby, the vibration insulating effect is pushed downwards in 
frequency and the sound insulation is improved. The rigidity must be correctly 
adjusted since too soft a spring can give problems with a swaying inner ceiling. 
For the effect on sound reduction of spring mounting and rigid mounting see 
Fig. 8. 

5,0 

Fig. 7 A resilient steel cross bar 

Fig. 8 Impact noise level with spring mounted and rigid mounted under-ceiling. 

THE EFFECT OF ADDITIONAL WEIGHT 

In order to obtain good impact noise insulation for low frequencies the framing of 
joists should be as heavy as possible. It is, however, possible to compensate for 
reduced weight by some of the above mentioned measures and by having as large a 
distance as possible between the hard surfaces of the construction. The effect of an 
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increase in weight of one or other of the parts is, however, dependant on the 
construction of the other parts and is relatively small if the increase in weight is 
small in relation to the weight of the whole construction. For example an extra 
plaster board over and above the two existing ones in the under-ceiling gives only a 
slight improvement in the impact noise index, namely 1 dB. 

DISCUSSION 

Generally speaking there are differences in the measurement values for a 
construction when it is measured in the laboratory and when it is measured in the 
field. Difference of 5-6 dB are not unusual and this depends chiefly on flank 
transmission. When assembling frameworks of joist to adjoining walls the greatest 
care must be taken to avoid noise bridges which can easily destroy an otherwise 
good construction. Field measurements from the first 25 constructions showed 
differences in impact noise indexes of 1-5 dB compared to the laboratory values. 
Apart from objectively establishing the noise climate by the usual sound 

measurements, a small scale study was carried out of the subjective experience. 
Tenants from wooden buildings with wooden joist floors and from wooden 
buildings with a combination of concrete and wooden joists were asked to answer 
questions about the noise climate in their houses. The object of the questionaire 
was to be able to compare the measurement results with the subjectively 
experienced noise climate. Apart from this it was important to know if there was 
any difference in the experienced noise levels in the various buildings. The 
buildings are identical apart from the differences in the framing of joists; they have 
the same manufacturer and have been assembled by the same team of workers. Due 
to the fact that the number of tenants is so small, there being 20 of them, the results 
of the questionaire do not give any statistically certainties, but only an indication of 
the situation. The greater proportion of the answers indicated that the tenants were 
satisfied with the sound insulation, but some stated that the noise was troublesome 
and even irritating. The subjective results differed thus from the objective ones. 
The chief difference between a light weight wooden construction and a heavy 
weight concrete construction was that the concrete construction suppressed the low 
frequency noise better. On the other hand the high frequency noise was better 
suppressed by the wooden construction. The dividing point is approximately 160 Hz. 
This actualizes the question of whether the present measurement method is suitable 
for determining the impact noise insulation of the wooden framing of joists. The 
present measurement range of 100-3150 Hz has, for a long time, been considered 
insufficient and should be extended in the lower frequencies. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the investigation indicate that there is poor correlation between the 
measured and the experienced noise levels, despite the fact that the construction 
had very good measurement values both in the laboratory and in the field and that it 
met the given noise requirements with a good margin. The question must be raised 
as to whether the measurement method is the correct one and whether the 
measurement range should be extended so that it includes frequencies less than 100 
Hz. 

Furthermore an investigation should take place concerning the rigidity of the 
frame of the building. 
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LOW FREQUENCY IMPACT SOUND INSULATION OF 
LIGHT WEIGHT WOODEN JOIST FLOOR 

Carin  Johansson  
Acoustic Group,  Luleå  University of Technology,  Luleå,  Sweden 

SUMMARY 

This article describes the results of a project for the development of a light 
weight wooden joist floor. The project concerns the further development of an 
earlier construction of a joists, where very good laboratory and field results 
were obtained in the frequency range 100 - 3150 Hz. The development work has 
been mainly concerned with the investigation of how impact sound at 
frequencies under 100 Hz is affected if the construction is made more rigid, by 
various means. Attention has been chiefly directed to the effect of increasing the 
rigidity of joists and boards. The report covers laboratory experiments as well 
as measurements in the field. 

INTRODUCTION 

Interest in building blocks of flats using light weight wooden constructions has 
greatly increased during the past years, not only in Sweden but in the whole of 
Scandinavia. 

During these years there has also been an increase in the number of complaints 
about noise disturbance from nearby neighbours, from those living in these blocks 
of flats. The problem can often be related to low freguency impact sound 
insulation. It is considerably more difficult to reduce low freguency impact sound 
than that in higher frequencies, without greatly increasing the weight an rigidity of 
the joists. But the irritation which is experienced can often be confused with 
feelings of shaking and vibrating of the building as a whole, for example that the 
window panes vibrate and the crockery in the cupboards rattles when a neighbour 
shuts her outer door. The problem can thus be described as one of comfort rather 
than simply a noise problem. 

Research has also been intensified, not only concerning sound insulation of 
light weight constructions but also concerning fire safety and timber quality. At 
the present day the field of research on timber includes the whole process of 
timber production from trees in the forest to the drying of timber. 
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The Acoustic group at  Luleå  University has for several years been in 
cooperation with the house manufacturers in order to develop a light weight 
wooden joists construction. Prefabricated joists have been manufactured and used 
in production for several years. The joist constructions have been continually 
followed up after the buildings were completed. A total of approximately 200 
field measurements have been made. 

The present day building regulations [1] apply only to sound levels in the 
frequency range of 100 Hz to 3150 Hz. The wooden joists meet these regulations 
comfortably as far as air insulation and impact sound insulation are concerned. 

In many people's opinion the frequency range 100 - 3150 Hz is not sufficiently 
large for the determination of how disturbing a noise can be. On the contrary 
there is much evidence that sound levels at frequencies below 100 Hz also are 
important, especially for impact sound. 

The second stage in the development work on the construction of joists has thus 
been more concentrated to the low freguency range, and especially to frequencies 
below 100 Hz. Concerning the subjective experience of troublesome noise, it is 
presumably strongly associated with the rigidity of the building. In other words a 
more rigid construction is experienced as being better, from the point of view of 
sound level, than a less rigid one, even if the measurement values, do not show 
this to be the case. 

The main object of this project was to investigate how impact sound 
transmission for frequencies below 100 Hz, is affected by changes in the wooden 
construction with respect to increased rigidity and/or a slight increase in the 
weight of the top layer of the floor. 

This article presents laboratory and field results obtained after various alterations 
to the wooden joists, and some comparable results for noise measurements on 
identical constructions in the laboratory and in the field. 

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

A previoiusly developed basic construction [2] was used as the starting point, see 
Figure 1. The upper part consisted of two layers of particle board, with a layer of 
cork granule board in between, and a layer of mineral wool resting on a layer of 
sparce panel. The supporting beams are of homogeneous wood. The lower part 
consists of two layers of plaster board suspended in a resilient steel section inside 
which is a layer of mineral wool. This basic construction has been assembled at 
the University's impact sound laboratory [3] and has since been modified in 
various ways according to the test program. 
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Figure 1. The basic construction as in the first stage 

MEASUREMENT METHODS 

The laboratory and field measurement of the impact sound insulation of the joists 
has been carried out according to the International Standard ISO 140/VI and ISO 
140/VII [4]. The sound source has been a Nortronic Standard Tapping Machine. 
With respect to the fact that the wooden joists is anisotropic, i.e. that it shows 
different physical characteristics in different directions, the tapping machine was 
positioned at exactly the same position above the floor, for the various 
measurements. It was placed in five positions, one in the middle of the floor 
across one of the joists and the other four on diagonals 1.25 m from each corner. 
The level of the acoustic pressure was measured in the receiver room of the 
laboratory using a Bruel & Kjaer condensor microphone 4165, mounted on a 
microphone boom which rotated at a speed of one revolution per 32 seconds. The 
radius of the track of the microphone was 1 metre. For field measurement the 
acoustic pressure was measured in the receiver room at three different positions. 

All the laboratory tests took place under the same conditions, apart from the 
alterations to the construction, the effects of which it was interesting to know. In 
order to check if the measurement results varied from one measurement to 
another, for the same basic conditions, a standard deviation "s" was calculated. 
This is a measurement of how far the values differ, on the average, from the mean 
value and it is calculated as follows [51 

s \l±(L, —TY t(N-1) 
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Where L is the mean value of the impact sound level from all the measurements, 
Li is a single measurements and  N  is the total number of measurements. 

The results can be seen in Figure 2a. The results show that the laboratory 
measurements are in good agreement, the standard deviation being less than 0.7 
dB over the whole frequency range of 50 - 1000 Hz. 

The standard deviation for impact sound measurements of joists in the field 
have been calculated in the same way. The field measurements have, as can be 
expected, a somewhat larger standard deviation. Amongst other things the results 
are effect by such things as how the joists has been assembled, which cannot take 
place under the same controlled conditions as in the laboratory, as well as 
differences in the shape and size of the room. The standard deviation for impact 
sound levels in the field lies between 0.8 and 2.0 dB, over the frequency range 
100 - 1250 Hz. See Figure 2b. 

Area 11 m2 Area 35 rn2 

   

50 63 80 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 

Hz 

a. 

100 125 (00 2(15 250 315 400 500 630 800 1000 1250 *CO  

HZ  

b.  

Figure 2. Standard deviation for impact sound levels for a) measurements in the laboratory and  
b)  measurements in the field. 

THE TEST PROGRAM 

The main object was to study the effects of impact sound levels, but the air noise 
reduction has also been measured for all the reported variations. The following 
test program has been carried out: 

1. The effect of various types of supporting beams 
2. The effect of cross bridging 
3. Variations in the weight of the top floor layer 
4. The effect of screwing the top floor layer to the joists 
5. The effect of a reduced distance between the supporting beams (field study) 
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1. The effect of various types of supporting beams 

The basic construction consists of solid wooden joists, 45 mm  x  220 mm, 
assembled at a distance of 600 mm, The density of the wood is 470 kg/m3. 
In order to be sure of being able to differentiate between the effects of the each of 
the materials on the test results, only one variable was altered at a time. Since the 
construction should still be of light weight the density of the other types of joists 
must not vary very much from that of the basic construction. On the other hand it 
was important that the joist were more rigid than the homogeneous wooden joists, 
in order to avoid troublesome vibrations which easily occur in less rigid 
constructions. 

The joists which were tested had the same cross section proportions. Apart 
from wooden joist, a glulam joist was also tested, having a density of 475 kg/m3, 
as well as a plywood joist (kertobalken) with a density of 500 kg/m3  [6] . The 
coefficient of elasticity and thus the rigidity varied with the quality of the tested 
joists. A comparison of the rigidity of the joists shows that the plywood joist is 
the most rigid of the three, roughly 33 % more rigid than the wooden joist. The 
glulam joist is roughly 24 % more rigid than the wooden joist Pt 

Plywood joist / Glulam joist 

The laboratory experiments show that a glulam joist improves the impact sound 
insulation more than the plywood joist does, 3-5 dB in the frequency range 50 - 
100 Hz. Above 125 Hz the difference is marginal. See Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Glulam joists are better than plywood joists for frequencies below 100 Hz. 
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Wood / Plywood / Glulam 

Figure 4 shows another test where all three types of joists were compared. The 
top part had another combination of particle board, and was a total of 5 mm 
thinner than in the previous test shown in Figure 3. Here, as in the previous test, it 
could be stated that the glulam joist is better than the plywood joist, giving an 
improvement of 2-3 dB for frequencies below 125 Hz. When comparing the 
wooden joist with the glulam joist the difference is marginal up to 80 Hz and 
above that the wooden joist is considerably worse. 
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Figure 4. Wooden joists, Plywood joists and Glulam joists. Laboratory measurements. 

2. The effect of cross bridging 

Another alternative for making the construction more rigid is cross bridging of the 
joists. Cross bridging of a wooden joist means that the joist is fitted with 
diagonally positioned pieces of wood, in one or several rows. See Figure 5. The 
idea is to obtain a sort of framework construction. The fitting of nogging pieces is 
a similar method of making a construction more rigid and means fitting pieces of 
wood at right angles, between the main joists. See Figure 6. The effects of these 
methods is discussed in [8]. 

Figure 5. A cross bridging construction. 	Figure 6. A construction with flogging pieces. 
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In the laboratory a comparison was made of two constructions, of which one had 
been make more rigid by cross bridging. This construction also had a 8 mm 
thicker layer of particle board in the top layer of the floor, so that a comparisonis 
not completely correct. With reservations for this, it can be seen in Figure 7 that 
the construction by cross bridging improved results in the frequency range 50 - 
100 Hz. However, this is probably due to the 8 mm thicker particle board and not 
to the cross bridging. See Figure 9. 

dB 
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Hz 

Figure 7. Laboratory tests with and without crossbridging of the joists. 

Figure 8 shows the results from two constructions measured in the field. One of 
the constructions had wooden joists and the other had glulam joists together with 
cross bridging. The areas are 23 m2  and 20 m2  respectively, but the construction 
is otherwise similar. As can be seen in Figure 8 the difference between them in 
the impact sound levels is small, except for at 50 Hz where the results are 
somewhat better for the glularn construction. 
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Figure 8. Impact sound levels from two constructions in the field. 
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3. Variations in the weight of the top floor layer 

The top floor layer has been varied and combined in various ways, by using 
particle board of varoius thicknessed, 12, 19, 22 and 30 mm, by using 13 mm 
plaster board and by using parquet. 

Differences in the thickness of the particle board. 

Figures 9 and 10 shov a comparison between the constructions, where the top 
floor layer has various thicknesses of particle board. In Figure 9 the joists of both 
the constructions are of wood. One of them has a 7 mm thicker particle board in 
the top floor layer. This gives an improvement in impact sound levels up to 
approximately 180 Hz, but also a deterioration of up to 4 dB in the higher 
frequencies. 

The same tendency can be seen in Figure 10. Here the joists are both of 
plywood, but one of the constructions has a 5 nun thicker particle board in the top 
floor layer. There is an improvement up to 80 Hz. 

dB 

Hz 

Figure 9. The effect of variations in the thickness of the top floor layer. The construction has 
wooden joists. Laboratory measurements. 
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Figure 10. Variations in the top floor layer are 5mm. The construction has plywood joists. 
Laboratory measurements 
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One or two plaster boards in the top floor layer 

Figure 11 shovs the results from two constructions with wooden joists. In both 
cases the lowest particle board has been exchanged for plaster board, either one 
or two boards, 13 mm thick. The extra plaster board gave a small improvement 
up to 80 Hz. 
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Figure 11. The difference in the constructions is the use of one or of two plaster boards. 
Laboratory measurements. 

15 mm parquet / 22 mm particle board 

In figure 12 both the constructions consist of glulam joist. The difference between 
them is that one of them has 15 mm of parquet and the other has 22 mm of 
particle board in the top floor layer. The measurement results were quite similar. 
The parquet gave a few dB improvement at 80 Hz, but also gave a deterioration 
at 125 and 160 Hz. 
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Figure 12. The difference between the constructions are 15 mm of parquet and 22 mm of 
particle board respektively. Laboratory measurements. 
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4. The effect of screwing the top floor layer to the joists 

An attempt has been made to compare the effect of screwing the top floor layer to 
the joists as opposed to have the top floor layer loose (floating). The joists are of 
glulam and the top floor layer consists of two particle board which are each 22 
mm thick. Figure 13 shows that the measurement results of impact sound 
insulation have deteriorated by 4 dB for freguencies of 50 and 63 Hz and by up to 
15 dB for higher frequencies, when the top floor layer is tightened. 

cB  
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Hz 

Figure 13. Deteriorated impact sound insulation when the top floor layer is screwed to the 
joists. Laboratory measurements. 

5. The effect of a reduced distance between the supporting beams 
(field study) 

In one building the framing of joists was assembled using twice as many joists as 
usual, i.e. the distance between them was approximately 300 mm. Measurements 
were made to compare this house with a "normally" constructed house, having 
600 mm between the joists. Measurements were made on tvo framings of joists, 
one large and one small, in each house. The larger floors both had an area of 35 
m2, and the width of span was 4050 mm. The smaller floors were both 11 m2  
with a span between supports of 2750 mm. 

Figures 14 and 15 show the results of these measurements. In the case where the 
floor area is relatively large there is a dicided improvement when the distance 
between the joists is halved. 
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Figure 14. A shorter distance between the joists give a decided improvement in a floor 
which is 35 m2, with a joist length of 4050 mm. 
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Figure 15. A doubled quantity of joists has only a small effect on impact sound insulation for 
a floor which is relatively small, 11 m2, with a joist length of 2750 mm. 

DISCUSSION 

This project was designed to clairify the situation as to whether increased rigidity 
and weight in framings of joists gives an improvement in impact sound insulation, 
especially in the low frequency range below 100 Hz. Furthermore, the project 
was designed to show whether screwing the top floor layer to the joists gave any 
difference in the results compared to those obtained with a non screwed down 
floor, and whether placing the joists closer in small and medium sized rooms had 
any effect. 

The rigidity was investigated by using different joists, by cross bridging and 
fitting flogging pieces and even by screwing down the top floor layer to the 
joists.The difference in measured sound levels from the experiments was often 
not large, but is worth mentioning. 
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Even a slight increase in thickness and thereby in weight gives an improvement, 
small though it be, in the frequency range 50-80 Hz. In most cases where an 
improvement has been seen in the lower frequency range, a corresponding 
deterioration has been seen for higher frequencies. The reason for this should be 
further studied. 

As well as the results from comparison between glulam joists and the plywood 
joists, where the more rigid and heavier plywood joists gave 3-5 dB deterioration 
in the low frequency range 50-100 Hz. Glue is used when manufacturing both 
plywood joists and glulam joists. This project has not included an investigation 
concerning which glue has been used in which joist or thus of what importance 
this could have on the investigation. 

Neither cross bridging or the fitting of nogging pieces seems to have had any 
significance concerning improved impact sound insulation. This can be seen both 
from the experiments in the laboratory and from those in the field. 

A considerable deterioration was seen for low frequencies when the top floor 
layer was screwed to the joists, compared to when it is not screwed down. 

The effect of a reduced distance between the joists seems to only be important 
when the floor area and length of the joists are relatively large. For small rooms 
with short joists there is no difference to be seen. 

From the point of view of building technique, the use of light weight 
constructions of joists means that the framework of the building can also be kept 
light. The risk is, however, that it will be too weak, so that it cannot absorb and 
reduce applied forces. The result can be that troublesone vibrations easily occur 
in the building. The construction of the joists should naturally be as rigid as 
possible in order to avoid shakes an vibrations when someone walks around, 
jumps or runs on the floor, but only up to a certain limit, at which low frequency 
noise begins to be transmitted. 

CONCLUSION 

An investigation has been carried out in order to see how impact sound level at 
low frequencies is affected if the construction of the joists is made more rigid in 
various ways. Continued research within the field of the low frequency sound 
insulation of light weight wooden constructions should be extended to include the 
importance of the construction of the building framework, its design and 
stabilization. A study should also be made of the subjective experience of 
transmitted low frequency noise in light weight constructions. 
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